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1 Estonian Nouns  

Estonian is a language with complex morphology. Although nouns have only two 

inflectional categories (number and case) each noun has at least 28 inflectional forms. 

Parallel forms increase this number considerably. 

There are 15 cases in singular, one of which is called additive case. It has the 

same meaning as illative, but it is not present for all words. There are 14 cases in 

plural, 11 of which may have a second parallel form. This forms is referred to as i-

plurality (est. i-mitmus) and is characterized by a stem ending in -i (see Appendix A). 

I-plurality is not present for all words. In addition to the parallel forms mentioned 

above, some words have two parallel forms of partitive in plural. For example word 

koll (eng. monster) can be declined as kolle or kollisid. 

Most cases can be derived from genitive and additive in singular and from 

genitive and i-plurality stem in plural. In addition to nominative in singular, the only 

case that cannot be derived in this way is partitive. Therefore 6 noun forms plus i-

plurality stem are needed to generate all other noun forms. This is achieved by adding 

suffixes to the mentioned definitive forms. At that, singular, plural and i-plural nouns 

share the same suffixes (see Appendix A).  

For example illative case of word raamat in plural can be constructed as 

follows. First we must know genitive case in plural. In case of raamat it is raamatu. 

The illative case can then be constructed simply by adding a suffix -sse, which is 

common for all illative forms.  The process results in a word form raamatusse. To 

convert this surface level word (word form) into lexical level word (stem plus 

features), the process can be reversed. First we extract suffix -sse, assuming that it is 

generated by illative case. Then we compare the remaining part with genitive cases of  

known words and see that it matches genitive case of word raamat in plural. 



Note that a good Estonian morphological analysis requires a dictionary. This is 

because suffixes of different word forms often coincide. For example suffix -ks 

usually indicates translative case, but nominative case of word piiks (eng. beep) also 

ends in -ks. 

2 Morphological Analyser 

The morphological analyser uses two-level morphology, which can be used to 

transform surface level word (word form) into lexical level word (stem plus features).  

The morphological analyser consists of rules and dictionary. The rules are used to 

transform surface level word into intermediate form, which in current case consists of 

word stem and case (see Figure 1). The intermediate form is then passed to the 

dictionary, which compares the stem with its entries. In case of a correspondence, the 

analyser adds a word class and a number to the intermediate form and outputs the full 

lexical analysis. If a correspondence is not found, the analyser discards the 

intermediate form and tries the next suitable transformation rule. This process is 

repeated until a matching stem is found or there are no more applicable 

transformation rules. 

The dictionary itself contains definitive cases for every word. In addition a 

plural nominative is given. This is only for convenience as in principle plural 

nominative can be derived from singular genitive. The reason for this is that it moves 

number analysis, which would be otherwise done using the rules and the dictionary, 

completely to the dictionary and thus nicely separates the functionality of the rules 

and the dictionary. 

The number of definitive forms varies slightly between nouns. This is due to the 

fact that forms like additive and i-plurality exist only for certain words. In addition 

words like kala (eng. fish) have two different partitive forms (kalasid, kalu). Special 

cases like this are also added to the dictionary. 

The analyser can analyse ambiguous word forms and produce all possible 

analyses, for example: 

WORD = lolli 

ANALYSIS = loll NOUN SG P 

ANALYSIS = loll NOUN SG G 



 

 

 

rattasse ==> ratta IL ==> ratta NOUN SG IL 

Figure 1 The surface form is turned into the complete lexical form through an 
intermediate form. 

3 Implementation 

The morphological analyser for Estonian noun was implemented in PHP. The rules 

and the dictionary are separated from the code and are placed in three text files. The 

first of these three files contains inflection rules, the second file represents the 

dictionary and the third file contains rules for post processing results. The last step is 

necessary to cleanup the analysis from redundant information. 

Rules are represented as rewrite rules (e.g. (.*)sse ==> $1 IL) where each rule 

can be thought of as a separate finite state automaton (FST). The rules are not 

explicitly converted to FST to maintain them changeable. As a convenience, 

dictionary is also represented as a set of rewrite rules (e.g. rataste ==> ratas NOUN 

PL G). This adds a bit redundant information, but keeps the dictionary flexible. For 

every noun only definitive forms are stored. As the purpose of this project was mainly 

educational, we did not fill the dictionary with very many words, but as with the rules, 

the dictionary is extensible. 

The analyser can be tested through a web-based user interface, which is 

currently located at http://www.dialoogid.ee/dev/morf_analysis/. 

4 Results and future work 

The morphological analyser performs well with known words. The disadvantage of 

the analyser is that it rejects unknown words. Solving this problem would require an 

extensive set of additional rules and even then the analysis would not be always 

correct. The second disadvantage of the analyser is that it stores the rules and the 

dictionary as rewrite rules. This is good in sense of flexibility, but would pose a 



significant loss of speed in case of a large set of rules and a large dictionary. 

Converting rewrite rules to FST would solve this problem. 



Appendix A 

Estonian noun inflection. 

Case Singular Plural 
Nominative ratas ratta-d 
Genitive ratta rataste 
Partitive ratas-t rattaid 
Illative ratta-sse rataste-sse, rattai-sse 
Inessive ratta-s rataste-s, rattai-s 
Elative ratta-st rataste-st, rattai-st 
Allative ratta-le rataste-le, rattai-le 
Adessive ratta-l rataste-l, rattai-l 
Ablative ratta-lt rataste-lt, rattai-lt 
Translative ratta-ks rataste-ks, rattai-ks 
Terminative ratta-ni rataste-ni, rattai-ni 
Essive ratta-na rataste-na, rattai-na 
Abessive ratta-ta rataste-ta, rattai-ta 
Comitative ratta-ga rataste-ga, rattai-ga 
Aditive - - 

Appendix B 

Abbreviations used in morphological analysis. 

Abbreviation Explanation 
AB Absessive 
ABL Ablative 
AD Adessive 
ADT Aditive 
ALL Allative 
EL Elative 
ES Essive 
G Genitive 
ILL Illative 
INN Inessive 
KOM Comitative 



N Nominative 
P Partitive 
PL Plural 
SG Singular 
TER Terminative 
TR Translative 
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